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Abstract

In minimal invasion surgery, small incision are done on the patient, were surgical tolls are inserted.
This point of incision is called the remote center of motion (RCM) and constrains the surgeon’s
movement to 4 Dofs, instead of the normal 7 Dofs in open surgery. Therefore, this paper presents
a new and economic way to perform surgeries, when compared with more complex robotic systems
available nowadays, using for this the redundant manipulator KUKA LWR 4+, as a slave, and 2 Leap
MotionsR©, as masters. In this way, the Leap MotionR© does a mapping of the surgeon’s hand, which
permits telemanipulate the manipulator to perform minimal invasion surgery, accordly with the RCM
constrain. To perform this telemanipulation the surgeon puts his right hand on the 2 Leap MotionR©.
If the hand is in jaw configuration the robot is controlled in the cartesian space accordly with the RCM
constrain and the joint space can be manually change by a second person, but if otherwise the hand is
stretched the robot is controlled in the joint space, trough the swivel angle. Further, if the sensor does
not see any hand, the robot will maintain its pose static and the joint space can be changed manually.
The surgeon can also move the robot freely, that is comanipulation, at any time, and chose the required
hand motion scaling for a more precise movement.
Keywords: Telemanipulation, Comanipulation, Leap MotionR©, KUKA LWR 4+, Remote Center of
Motion, Minimal Invasion Surgery

1. Introduction
1.1. Telemanipulation

A telemanipulation system allows the transmission
of the user’s hand and/or fingers movements to a
robotic manipulator in a remote site, as illustrated
in figure 1. This allows the manipulation of objects
that are too distant, heavy, dangerous, small, or
even difficult to handle directly.
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Figure 1: Telemanipulation, through master-slave
interaction (adapted from [15]).

In this way, a telemanipulation system requires
the existence of a master device (gestural interface),
in which the operator interacts, and a slave de-
vice (robotic manipulator), which interacts directly
with the remote workplace. This master-slave in-
teraction is done through communication channels,
where the master sends tasks to be performed by
the slave and consequently the slave returns, to the

master, information about the required task. By its
turn, this master-slave interaction can be accessed
and controlled through a visual interface.

1.2. Minimal Robotic Invasion Surgery (MRIS)

The appearing of the telerobotic surgery concept
and the continuous robotic developments brought
robots with more precision and accuracy than the
human hand. This allowed the elimination of phys-
iologic tremors, through hardware and software fil-
ters, and the scaling of movements so that large
movements on the control grips could be trans-
formed into micromotions inside the patient. In
this way, the interest of using robotic systems in
minimal invasion surgery growed and the concept
of MRIS appeared.

1.2.1. Da Vinci R© System
In July 2000, the Da Vinci R© system, illustrated in
figure 2, was created by the Intuitive Surgical, Inc
and approved by the FDA. This system was born
from a redesign of the older Green Telepresence
Surgery (SRI) system, which could be telemanip-
ulated to perform open surgery techniques for large
incisions.
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(a) Operating room
environment.

(b) Master con-
trollers and vision
system.

Figure 2: Da Vinci R© system [1].

Thus, the Da Vinci R© system is part of a new gen-
eration of surgical robots, that can tackle and solve
some limitations from past generation robots. For
this purpose, is equipped with tremor filters and a
system which permits to reduce the surgeon’s hands
movements by 1:1, 1:3 and 1:5 scales, according to
the required precision. The Da Vinci R© system is
then composed by 3 parts:

• An ergonomic surgeon console adjustable by
the doctor, with a stereo viewer, several pedals
and controls;
• A 3-D vision system that permits to see the

patient’s inside and broadcast the image to the
surgeon console and OR team;
• A patient cart with 4 robotic arms. Each

arm has 3 DoFs, 2 revolute joints and 1 pris-
matic joint, and more 4 DoFs added by the
EndoWrist R©, what gives a total of 7 DoFs to
the arm. There also exists 3 revolute joint
at the robot’s base, however these don’t con-
tribute to the number of arm DoFs, since only
serve to position the arm in place for surgery.

Besides the endoscopic camera, the robotic arm
uses, systems called EndoWrist R©, as end-effectors,
illustrated in figure 3.

Endoscopic Camera

EndoWrist®

(a) Da VinciR© robot and
its instruments (adapted from
[15, 2, 3]).
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(b) Hand and
EndoWristR© in-
struments similarities
[5].

Figure 3: Instruments used by the Da Vinci R© sys-
tem.

These were design to give natural dexterity and
precision to surgeons, taking into account the mor-

phology of the human hand. In this way, all
the hand movements, in jaw configuration, can
be mapped and performed by the EndoWrist R©

through the conjunct action of its internal pulleys
and cables, as illustrated in the figure 3(b).

Since there exist many and different tasks to be
performed in a surgery, various EndoWrist R©, with
5 mm, 8 mm, and 12 mm of diameter, were cre-
ated to tackle all these different tasks. Each instru-
ment has only 10 utilizations, counted by a special
system, following which it needs to be discarded
and replaced. An endoscopic camera is also present
in one of the robot arms, which is composed by a
stereo camera and permits a three-dimensional vi-
sion of the patient’s interior, as illustrated in the
figure 3(a).

1.3. Design of a MIS Robot

The incision point, also called remote center of mo-
tion (RCM), constrains the tool movement. This
constrain only allows longitudinal and rotation tool
movements, at the incision point, preventing po-
tential damage by the robot to the body tissue, as
illustrated in the figure 4.

Figure 4: Da Vinci R© arm and the RCM degrees of
freedom (adapted from [14]).

As illustrated in the figure 4, one example of the
RCM mechanisms is the parallelogram used by the
Da Vinci R© system, where the RCM is defined by
the axis intersection of the revolute joints with the
prismatic joint, at a single point. Consequently,
this point remains unchanged in the cartesian space
due to the parallelogram mechanism rotation. All
of this information and more can be found in [14]
and examples of RCM mechanisms in [6].

Further, in the Da Vinci R© system, the tool’s pan
and tilt are archived by the 2 revolute joint rotation.
In its turn, the prismatic joint, that has the tool at-
tached, permits its insertion and retraction, allow-
ing a longitudinal movement along the RCM point.
The spin motion is archived, by the EndoWrist R©,
through the conjunct action of its internal pulleys
and cables.

2. Devices and Concepts Revision
2.1. Leap Motion R©

The Leap Motion R© (LM) is a sensor capable of iden-
tifying and mapping the human hand morphology
and behavior. For doing this, it uses 2 monochro-
matic infrared cameras and 3 infrared LEDs, as il-
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lustrated in figure 5.

Figure 5: Leap Motion R© exploded view (adapted
from [4]).

To surpass the hand occlusion problem was nec-
essary 2 LM in a V configuration, as illustrated in
figure 6. But in the current versions of the LM API,
it is not allowed to access several LM at the same
computer.

(a) Leap motion structure.

200m
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Optimal Interaction Box

LM Origin

(b) Leap motion struc-
ture interaction box.

Figure 6: Leap Motion structure and its interaction
box [15].

The solution to surpass this problem was imple-
mented by Daniel Gonçalves in [15], which consist
in creating a network with a number of computers
equal to the number of LM intended to be used.

2.2. Arduino R©-Servos-EndoWrist R© System

The system presented in figure 7 was developed
by Daniel Gonçalves [15], which consist in a box
with: 4 servos capable of transmitting motion to
the EndoWrist R© instrument, through signals gen-
erated by an Arduino R© Board.

(a) Mounting of the sys-
tem.

(b) Total system mounted.

Figure 7: Arduino R©-Servos-EndoWrist R© System
[15].

2.3. KUKA Lightweight Robot 4+

The manipulater KUKA Lightweight Robot (LWR)
4+, illustrated in figure 8, was developed by a part-

nership between KUKA Roboter GmbH and the In-
stitute of Robotics and Mechatronics of the German
Aerospace Center known as DLR.

1 2

3

Figure 8: KUKA LWR robot (1) with its control
panel (KCP) (2) and controller (3) (adapted from
[13]).

The main design goal of this anthropomorphic
arm is to be a manipulator with kinematic redun-
dancy, that is a greater number of DoFs than the
number of variables necessary to kinematic describe
a given task. Thus, it archives the similarity to a
human arm, with its seven degrees of freedom, a
load-to-weight ratio of approximately 1:1, a total
system weight of 15kg and a workspace up to 1.5m.

2.3.1. Cartesian Impedance Control
The control law, for cartesian impedance control, is
given by:

τ cmdcart = JT [K(kc)(xed(FRI)
−xmsr)+F d(FRI)]

+D(dc) + fdynamics(q, q̇, q̈) (1)

In this control mode, the robot is moved in
the cartesian space and is a mass-damper-spring
system, where τ cmdcart

is the torque applied by
the motor in each joint j. For this system, the
following terms are defined: a cartesian virtual
spring K(kc)(xed(FRI)

− xmsr), a damping ma-
trix D(dc) and the manipulator dynamic model
fdynamics(q, q̇, q̈). Several parameters are modifi-
able by the user in the FRI remote side: the carte-
sian stiffness kc, the cartesian normalized damp-
ing parameter dc, the desired interpolated carte-
sian pose xed(FRI)

and the external desired cartesian
force/torque F d(FRI). If this parameters are not
specified by the user in the FRI remote side, the
common defaults (specified by the users KRL pro-
gram) are taken. By using the transposed Jacobian
JT , the cartesian virtual spring and the external
desired cartesian force/torque are transformed into
the desired joint torques [17].

3. Implementation and methods
3.1. Communication Setup

The interactions of all the devices, communication
protocols and sampling times, Ts, can be observed
in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Communication setup.

Since, each leap can only be connected to one
computer, the Left Leap is connected to the Trans-
mitter PC and the Right Leap is connected to the
Receiver\Host PC, through 3.0 USB ports, since
2.0 USB ports saturate and can’t handle with the
necessary amount of information (110fps) acquired
by each Leap Motion R©. This two computers, are
also connected together through a UDP communi-
cation, where the Transmitter PC receives the in-
formation from the Left Leap and transmits it to
the Receiver\Host PC.

In its turn, the Receiver\Host PC receives the
Left Leap information and fuse it with the Right
Leap information, through a Kalman Filter. After
this fusion, a tremor filter and security protocols
are applied, so that the Receiver\Host PC can send
the required information either to the Arduino R©,
through a serial communication, for activating the
servos and consequently the EndoWrist R© internal
pulleys and cables, either to the Target PC, through
a TCP\IP communication, that allows the indirect
interaction with the KUKA LWR 4+. In this way,
the Receiver\Host PC acts as Receiver and Host pc,
at the same time. Further, more information about
the Kalman and tremor filters, developed by Daniel
Gonçalves, can be consulted in his work [15].

The Target PC or FRI-xPC server is then con-
nected to the KUKA controller, through a private
network for security and information velocity pur-
poses. Consequently, the KUKA controller is linked
to its manipulator.

3.2. Telemanipulation

It was implemented the finite state machine pre-
sented in figure 10. This FSM allows the user to
control the KUKA in Cartesian Impedance and
change between telemanipulation and comanipula-
tion, by activating the correct flag.

Idle

Cartesian Control Joint Control

Telemanipulation

Comanipulation

TeleComaFlag = 1

TeleComaFlag = 0

TeleComaFlag = 0TeleComaFlag = 1

cmdMode = 2

Robot ActiveHold

cmdMode = 0

cmdMode = 0

cmdMode = 0

Hand in Jaw

Hand Stretched

Hand in Jaw

Hand Stretched

¬ Hand ¬ Hand

Figure 10: Finite-state machine.

The flag cmdMode allows the user to choose be-
tween the various KUKA control modes. Thus, this
flag will have the values of 2, to active the Carte-
sian Impedance, or 0, to activate the Monitor
Mode. Similar, the flag TeleComaFlag allows
the user to change between telemanipulation, if has
the value of 1, and comanipulation, if has the value
of 0. Thus, this flag will change the cartesian and
joint stiffness, from its maximum to its minimum
value, allowing or not the robot to be moved freely
in the cartesian and joint space, thus controlling
the Gravity Compensation mode. To change the
values of these flags, it was created a simpler and
interactive way, so that the user only needs to click
on the correct toggle switches.

Like a real RMIS, first, the doctor, acti-
vates the correct toggle switches to put KUKA
in Cartesian Impedance and Comanipula-
tion/Gravitic Compensation, in order to place
it in the initial desired pose, for starting the surgery.
This initial pose can also be adjusted, at any time
of the surgery, if needed.

After KUKA Comanipulation and the Tele-
manipulation toggle switch activated, to perform
telemanipulation, the user must have the right hand
on the Leap Motion R© structure. Based on the doc-
tor hand configuration is defined two ways of per-
forming the manipulator telemanipulation:

• The first one, consist in putting the hand in
a jaw configuration, which allows the control
of the end-effector pose to perform a surgery.
When in this hand configuration a second user,
for example a nurse, can also change the robot
null space by hand, after passing a certain
swivel angle threshold value, that can be tuned
by the user;
• The second one, consist in putting the hand

stretched, which allows the control of the robot
joint space through the swivel angle, to avoid
obstacles during a surgery. When in this hand
configuration a second user can not change the
robot null space by hand.

For security purposes, if the hand is not seen by
the sensor, after a certain time, the second user can
change the robot null space by hand, even though
the manipulator will not change its end-effector
pose, until the hand appears again.

In order to get an overview of the telemanipula-
tion system, in the figure 11, is presented a simpli-
fied scheme of the telemanipulation procedure.
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Figure 11: Telemanipulation scheme diagram.

It can be seen that, the Leap Motion R© informa-
tion is received from the Receiver PC, and the re-
spective Pose and Joint Calculations are performed.
These signals are then interpolated and sent to the
manipulator’s controller. In its turn, the controller
sends back the information about the real/actual
TCP pose and joint values, that will be used again
in the Pose and Joint Calculations.

Like a real MRIS, the user can also change be-
tween scales of motion: original (1:1), reduced (1:3)
and fine (1:5), through the flag scale, that is con-
trolled by a rotary switch. The function and cal-
culations of each block, presented in figure 11, are
explained in more detail next.

3.2.1. UDP Receive Block
To perform telemanipulation of the KUKA, fist, it
is necessary to understand the interaction between
user, Leap Motion R© and KUKA, which can be ob-
served in figure 12.
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Figure 12: User, Leap Motion R© and KUKA inter-
action.

In this interaction, the hand’s wrist positions
wleap, when the hand is in jaw configuration, are
mapped to the manipulator. Thus, wrist displace-
ments, 4w, between two wrist positions at consec-
utive instants of time, are computed:

4wleap = wleap(tl)−wleap(tl−1) (2)

It is also possible to define the rotation matrix,
R0

leap, that transforms the Leap Motion R© referen-
tial into the KUKA base referential:

R0
leap = Rx(90)Ry(90) =

 0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

 (3)

Giving this, it is possible to compute the wrist
displacement, 4w0, expressed at the KUKA base
referential.

4w0 = R0
leap4w

leap (4)

Similar to the wrist displacement, the hand’s roll
displacements, 4Roll, when the hand is stretched,
can be calculated by:

4Roll = Roll(tl)−Roll(tl−1) (5)

Thus, a message with the format of[
4w0 4Roll 4tl

]
is created and send it

to the Target PC, through a UDP communication,
where 4tl is the sampling time of the Leap
Motions R©.

Further, if the hand is in jaw configuration the
4w0 is calculated and the 4Roll is equal to 0,
otherwise if the hand is stretched the 4Roll is cal-
culated and the 4w0 is equal to 0. For security
purposes, this ensures that the end-effector pose re-
mains static, when the user has the hand stretched
to control the manipulator joint space.

3.2.2. Pose Calculation
Since, in a real MRIS the doctor sees the patient’s
inside through a camera, his hand’s movements
have to be relative to the camera. In this way, to
perform the pose calculation, first, it is necessary
to define the interaction between the camera and
robot, as illustrated in figure 13.
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Figure 13: Top view of the camera and KUKA in-
teraction.

Knowing the camera orientation, R0
c , and the ini-

tial tool orientation,Rei , both expressed at the base
referential, it is possible to compute the relative ori-
entation between camera and robot, Rc

e, expressed
at the base referential.

Rc
e = Rei((R

0
c)TRei)

T (6)

In this way, it is possible to define the hand move-
ment relative to the camera, expressed at the base
referential.

4wc = Rc
e4w

0 (7)
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It is also necessary to define a virtual cone in-
side the patient, that determinates the robot’s be-
haviour and the surgical workspace. For a more
intuitive understanding of the robot behaviour, is
represented, in figure 14(a), the operating room en-
vironment and in figure 14(b) is illustrated the vir-
tual cone and four zones that allows different be-
haviours of the robot.
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Figure 14: Representation of MRIS using KUKA.

Thus, to define the virtual cone vertex is neces-
sary to compute the remote center of motion (RCM)
position, pRCM . Since the tool was calibrated at its
wrist point, it is necessary to sum the initial TCP
position, pei , to a distance vector expressed at the
initial tool referential, where the dgrip is the grip-
per dimension. This parameter can be changed by
the user accordly to the EndoWrist R© used, which
in this case is dgrip = 0.02 m.

pRCM = pei +Rei

[
dgrip 0 0

]T
(8)

With the remote center of motion position,
pRCM , and the last desired TCP position,
ped(tl−1), it is possible to know the EndoWrist R©

insertion vector, d, expressed at the initial tool ref-
erential. Thus, this vector allows to know how much
of the tool is inserted inside of the patient body, at
every moment.

d = RT
ei(ped(tl−1)− pRCM ) =

 dx
dy
dz

 (9)

To geometrical define the cone axis, xcone, it is
used the cone equation, where it is necessary to
know the height, h, and angle, θ, of the cone. This
two parameters can be changed by the user to tune
the surgical workspace, at any time, where values
between 60◦ and 90◦ are considered usual for the
cone angle, θ. Since the cone axis, xcone, also de-
pends on the EndoWrist R© insertion vector compo-
nents dz and dy, expressed at the initial tool refer-
ential, this causes the cone axis to be align with the
initial EndoWrist R© orientation. xcone =

√
d2
y+d2

z

r2max
h2

rmax = h tan(θ/2)
(10)

With the cone geometrical defined and knowing
the EndoWrist R© insertion vector, it is possible to
mathematically define four zones, accordly to the
figure 14(b). Thus, every time the EndoWrist R©

reaches each zone of the cone, four different desired
poses for the end-effector are computed, allowing
four distinct robot behaviours, represented by the
Incone flag.


dx ≤ di , zone 0

dx ≥ xcone
∧
di < dx < h , zone 1

dx < xcone
∧
di < dx < h , zone 2

dx > di
∧
dx ≥ h , zone 3

(11)

Further, due to large orientations changes near
the cone vertix, caused by the methodology used
to compute the end-efector orientation in zone 1, a
parameter di was introduced. This parameter can
be changed by the user and represents a distance
that the robot has to surpass to start showing the
zones 1, 2 and 3 behaviours, otherwise it shows the
zone 0 behaviour.

3.2.3. Joint Calculation
To avoid singularities and joint limits is important
to control the robot joint positions, qNullspace. This
can be achieved by applying the inverse kinematics
algorithm. For applying this algorithm, it is neces-
sary to define the desired swivel angle, αd.

αactual = Atan2(pelx , pelz )

⇒

{
αd = αactual +4Roll , if 4Roll 6= 0

αd = αactual , if 4Roll = 0

(12)

It can be seen, that the actual swivel angle,
αactual, is computed through direct kinematics us-
ing the real joint positions, qactual, from the robot’s
first and second joints. Thus, the desired swivel an-
gle, αd, is obtained by summing the hand’s roll in-
crements,4Roll, to the actual swivel angle, αactual,
if 4Roll 6= 0, otherwise the desired swivel angle αd

is constant and equal to the actual swivel angle,
αactual.

3.2.4. Interpolator
The Target PC is running in real-time with a sam-
pling time of 0.2 ms (5000 Hz). The KUKA and
Receiver PC communicate with the Target PC ev-
ery 1 ms (1000 Hz) and 40 ms (25 Hz), respectively.
Thus, it can be seen that KUKA has lower sam-
pling time or higher frequency, than the Receiver
PC. Due to this difference in sampling times and
since the Telemanipulation calculations are running
at the Receiver PC sampling time, is necessary to
interpolate the signal from the Pose and Joint Cal-
culations, at 40 ms, to match the KUKA sampling
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time, at 1 ms. For this reason, the desired inter-
polated task-space position, ped(FRI)

(tk), and the
desired interpolated joint position, qNullspace(FRI),
are then calculated using an euler integration algo-
rithm.

All this information and more, about this two
interpolation algorithms, can be seen in [18].

4. Results
4.1. Surgery demonstration

In order to understand better the system general be-
haviour and its utilization, it was done some demon-
stration videos, with a 1:5 hand motion scale and
without any Arduino R© or servo movement, where
the surface of the patient body is represented by a
white paper, that have circular holes with different
diameters to simulate diverse incision points:

• In [7] is demonstrated the manipulator coma-
nipulation, used in the beginning of a surgery
to position the end-effector into the incision
point and to retreat the manipulator, from the
patient body, in case of a surgical emergency;
• In [8, 9] is possible to visualize the manual

nullspace handling, used to avoid obstacles or
singularities, and the manipulator stability in
response to perturbations;
• In [10, 11] is illustrated the cartesian and joint

telemanipulation, when the user is sited, be-
hind and side by side of the robot, respectively;
• In [12] is presented how the manipulator al-

lows, or not, manual nullspace handling when
telemanipulated. Thus, it allows, at the same
time, cartesian telemanipulation and manual
nullspace handling, by a second user, but not
allows, at the same time, joint telemanipula-
tion and manual nullspace handling, by a sec-
ond user, giving priority to the joint telema-
nipulation.

For the purpose of these demonstrations the user,
when sited, is placed at the same position of the
camera.

4.2. Data acquisition

To understand the manipulator behaviour, first, it
was necessary to define 4 hand movements, ex-
pressed at the KUKA base referential, as illustrated
in figure 15.
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Figure 15: Cartesian (1, 2, 3) and roll (4) hand
movements, expressed at KUKA base referential.

Taking into account these cartesian (1, 2, 3) and
roll (4) hand movements, it was done 3 tests, with
different hand motion scales (1:5, 1:3, 1:1) and
aleatory hand velocities, for each hand movement,
represented by aleatory steps and sinusoidal signals,
to assure greater confidence and diversity of the
data. These tests were done without the Arduino R©,
which consequently does not allow any servo mo-
tion, since it is just desired to study the manipu-
lator behavior, and with the end-effector inside the
virtual cone (zone 1), allowing free orientation and
position motion and its study.

In order to have a direct and simpler mapping
between the hand movements and the manipulator
behavior, the camera was placed behind the robot.
This assures that the manipulator replicates the ex-
act hand movements, without taking into account
the relative motion between the camera and the
robot.

The plots presented next are from the first test,
where the hand motion scale was 1:5.

4.3. End-Effector Pose
4.3.1. Position
Thus, in the figure 16 is illustrated the desired TCP
position, ped , the desired TCP interpolated posi-
tion, ped(FRI)

, and the real TCP manipulator posi-
tion, pe, with respect to each hand movement.
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Figure 16: End-effector position, with respect to
each hand movement, in particular the cartesian
movements represented by the coloured zones.

To understand the relation between the desired
and real signals, it is calculated the associated po-
sition error, Ep.

Ep =
∣∣pe − ped ∣∣ (13)

Then, through the equation 13, it is possible to
obtain the figure 17, also with respect to each hand
movement.
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Figure 17: End-effector position error, with respect
to each hand movement, in particular the cartesian
movements represented by the coloured zones.

Besides the position error, another form of quan-
tifying and evaluating the cartesian compliance
accuracy is thought the root-mean-square error
(RMSE), as presented in [16].

RMSEe =

√∑k
i=1

∥∥pei − pedi∥∥2
k

(14)

where k is the number of data points collected
and i is the ith desired and actual cartesian position.

Thus, the RMSE values for the 3 different tests
are presented in the table 1.

Test Hand Motion Scale RMSEe [mm]

1 1:5 4.64
2 1:3 5.28
3 1:1 8.41

Table 1: Cartesian RMSE for the 3 different tests.

4.3.2. Orientation
Similarly to the position case, in the figure 18 is
illustrated the desired TCP orientation, Red , the
desired TCP interpolated orientation, Red(FRI)

, and
the real TCP manipulator orientation, Re, with re-
spect to each hand movement, using the Euler no-
tation (ZYX).
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Figure 18: End-effector orientation, with respect to
each hand movement.

Similarly to the position case, to understand the
relation between the desired and real signals it is
calculated the associated orientation error, ER.

ER = |Re −Red | (15)

Then, through the equation 15 it is possible to ob-
tain the figure 19, with respect to each hand move-
ment.
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Figure 19: End-effector orientation error, with re-
spect to each hand movement, in particular the
cartesian movements represented by the coloured
zones.

4.4. Joint Position

In the figure 20 is illustrated the desired joint po-
sition, qNullspace, the desired joint interpolated po-
sition, qNullspace(FRI), and the real joint position,
qactual, with respect to each hand movement.
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Figure 20: Joint positions, with respect to each
hand movement, in particular the roll movement
represented by the grey coloured zone.

Similarly to the end-effector pose case, to under-
stand the relation between the desired and real sig-
nals, it is calculated the associated joint position
error, Eq.

Eq =
∣∣qactual − qNullspace

∣∣ (16)

Then, through the equation 16, it is possible to
obtain the figure 21, also with respect to each hand
movement.
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Figure 21: Joint positions error, with respect to
each hand movement, in particular the roll move-
ment represented by the grey coloured zone.
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4.5. RCM

For a better understanding of the RCM constrain
evolution, in time, is illustrated in figure 22 the
RCM position behaviour, using a sequence of 10
frames, from the film [10].
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Figure 22: RCM constrain evolution, in time, using
a sequence of 10 frames, from the film [10].

Thus, to quantify the RCM constrain precision is
calculated the RCM constrain error, ERCM , which
represents the minimal distance between the trocar
position, pRCM , and the current surgical tool axis,
ne, as presented in [16].

ERCM = ‖(pRCM − pe)× ne‖ (17)

where pe is the real TCP manipulator position.
Then, through the equation 17, it is possible to

obtain the figure 23, with respect to each hand
movement.
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Figure 23: RCM constrain error, with respect to
each hand movement, in particular the cartesian
movements represented by the coloured zones.

Similar to the end-effector position case, it is also
possible to compute the RCM constrain RMSE,
RMSERCM, using the RCM constrain error, ERCM .

RMSERCM =

√∑k
i=1 ‖ERCMi

‖2

k
(18)

where k is the number of data points collected
and i is the ith RCM error.

Thus, the RCM constrain RMSE values for the 3
different tests are presented in the table 2.

Test Hand Motion Scale RMSERCM [mm]

1 1:5 3.56
2 1:3 2.59
3 1:1 8.52

Table 2: RCM constrain RMSE values for the 3
different tests.

5. Conclusions and future work

As final conclusions, and analysing the results from
the 3 tests, it can be seen that the system devel-
oped in this paper has a good overall performance
in the cartesian and joint space, where the carte-
sian RMSE values range between 4.64 mm and 8.41
mm, and the RCM constrain RMSE values change
between 2.59 mm and 8.52 mm, accordly with the
hand motion scale selected. Thus, when the hand
motion scale is 1:5 the manipulator shows more fa-
cility in perform telemanipulation and precision, in
contrast when the hand motion scale is 1:1, the ma-
nipulator shows less facility in perform telemanip-
ulation and precision. Relatively to the system re-
sponse time, in the figure 9 can be seen that, in
general, it takes 0.044s or 22,72 Hz, from the Leap
Motion R© information acquisition and fusion to the
manipulator telemanipulation, which is acceptable
but not enough in a surgical environment.

In general, the results obtained in the 3 tests
are good, since were done without any trocar de-
vice usually used in a real MIS, which is placed
through the patient abdomen and functions as a
portal for the subsequent placement of other in-
struments, such as graspers, scissors and staplers.
Thus, this trocar device acts as a support point
for the tools, reducing the propagation of vibra-
tions, and consequently decreasing the cartesian
and RCM constrain RSME values. Beyond this,
the 2 Leap Motion R© uses a vision system and the
information of each one is fused through a Kalman
filter, which causes the system not to be so robust
when compared with the Da Vinci R© or other sys-
tems of this type, that uses physical manipulators
to map the surgeon hand movements.

Thus, the main advantage of this system, when
compared with the Da Vinci R© or other systems of
this type, is indeed the price tag, that is cheaper
than others. Although the appealing price tag and
good overall performance of this system, it has still
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a long way to go through before be approved by the
FDA to be used in surgical environments, which
requires sub-millimeter accuracy.

With all of this being said, more future research
and developments are needed:

• Install the JR3 force sensor on the robot’s
flange to measure the end-effector forces, with
the objective of having force feedback informa-
tion;
• Install a par of cameras to record the robot and

its workspace. This will allow a 3-D reconstruc-
tion of the robot and workspace environment,
with the objective of implementing virtual and
augmented reality;
• Develop a user interface to allow a more intu-

itive use of the robot for surgery;
• In case of a surgery emergency, a impedance

cone to allow a safe withdraw of the tool is
preferable, instead of a pure comanipulation,
as shown in [7];
• Reduce the end-effector pose and joint errors.
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